
not only for pros 
SPORTING
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Collars
#207305/6/7

Our new SPORTING series offers many useful items optimally adapted to the training that help 
to exercise a dog in the right way and become active in sports.      
The product range is suitable for active dog owners and dog sports professionals alike. 
For obedience, agility, dog sport competitions, man trailing – the items of the SPORTING series 
combine fun in the game with functionality. 

The products have been developed in cooperation with successful dog sports persons, have been
functionally optimized and designed for the heavy strain in dog sports.    

SPORTING

Practise makes perfect

• Always praise your dog if he does something 
 right and reward him with little treats or toys
• Finish the training before your dog has no  
 more energy left or does not feel like  
 training any longer
• It is important to let your dog cool down  
 slowly after physical training
• Provide water for your dog repeatedly  
 after a training unit

  Important for every training:
• Make sure there is an interval of at least  
 1 hour between feeding and training 
• Adapt the training to age and physical  
 condition of your pet 
• For outdoor training, the ground should  
 be soft and springy to be gentle on the  
 dog‘s joints
• Begin each training with a warm-up for  
 your dog
• Train in short units, it is a good idea to  
 train several times per day or per week 

For stop-the-pull collars: The continuously 
adjustable collars with woven-in reflecting 
stripes are impressively comfortable to 
wear. Our extra wide stop-the-pull collars 
with neoprene padding and collars with 
strain relief are suitable for all dogs from 
puppies and young dogs to sport dogs.

The black coated brass trigger hooks 
of our training and tracking leashes are 
particularly break-proof and salt-water 
resistant. The woven-in rubber coating 
makes the leashes non-slip and grippy. 
Depending on their length, they are suita-
ble e.g. for training or practising distance 
commands.

Stop-the-pull 
#207308/9/10

Training leashes 
without hand loop

#207300/1
Tracking leashes with/

without hand loops
#207315/6/7
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All-in-one Clicker
#22861

Clicker
#22863

Clicker training is a so-called marker training that provides fun 
and success for you and your dog when training tricks, everyday 
behaviour or in dog sport.      
The dog is conditioned to the “click”, which is always followed by 
a positive reinforcement. As soon as the dog shows the desired, 
correct behaviour, the dog handler clicks and gives an immediate 
reward. That way the dog understands that this behaviour was posi-
tive and that it is worthwhile to repeat it.          
Clicker training is so effective because the click sound allows very 
precise reinforcement and praise, and training is possible without 
physical aids.

Drinking Bottle 
with Drinking Bowl

#24606 

The All-Rounder  
     among the Clickers

The All-in-One Clicker with finger and hand 
loop as well as 4-fold adjustable volume is 
optimal for indoor and outdoor use. 

The clicker guarantees the same consistent 
sound every time. It is always at hand thanks 
to the spiral loop for your wrist or the option 
of attaching it e.g. to your belt loop. 
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Our handy snack bag can be 
used on a belt or with a clip. It 
only needs one touch to open 
and close the bag reliably and 
securely. Separate compart-
ments and attachment rings for 
clickers or dog dirt bag dispen-
sers allow effective and orga-
nized training.
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Rewarding the right way
Not only precise timing, but also the 
kind of reward is important in trai-
ning. Depending on the dog’s motiva-
tion and type of exercise, the reward 
can be a toy or a treat in addition to 
the sound.
     
Rewarding with treats
Treats are a good way to reward a dog 
quietly for learning new commands 
and for improving concentration.

Snack Bag 
#28867

Trainer Snack  
mini-Hearts, 200 g

#31524

Trainer Snack 
mini-Hearts, 200 g

Snaps open and close   
 with one hand



Balls with and without strap
#32850/1 

Ball with Holes
#32822/3 

Training Dummies
#32860/1/2/3 

Balls and Jumpers  
on Ropes  

#32820/1/4/7/8

Mot®-Toy
#32825/6

developed by the experienced  
and well-known author and  

dog trainer Ekard Lind
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The robust and resilient materials of the toys can with-
stand the high demands of training and serve to reward 
and motivate. 
The flexible and extremely hard balls and jumpers on ro-
pes can be held securely and are optimal for tug-of-war 
games. The stitched training dummies have no hard edges 
and are particularly tooth-friendly.    

Why blue and yellow?       
Quite simple: These are the 
colours dogs can see best.

         Playing  
 Motivating 
       Training



Dog Disc
#32852 

Ball
#32840/1

Stick
#32844/5

Jumper
#32842/3
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Training the command “Out”      
Use two identical toys for this.      
Training example: While the dog runs to get 
the first ball, call him and take the second 
ball out of your pocket at the same time. 
When the dog comes to you, give immediate 
reinforcement and use the command “Out“. 
Your dog will understand that the game con-
tinues after you have said “Out“, and easily 
learns to obey the command without hesi-
tating. 

Ring
#32853

The soft discs and rings are just as floatable as 
the very hard toys. Among other things, they 
are ideal for training near and in the water. 

Rewarding with a Toy    
Often toys are more motivating than 
snacks. They encourage movement, 
which makes them suitable for spee-
ding up what has just been learned.
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Obstacles and a balance 
cushion round off the training 
and help to increase concentra-
tion, body awareness and coor-
dination. The adjustable level of 
hardness of the cushion and the 
variable options for combining 
the pylons and poles of the 
obstacles make these products 
suitable for various uses.       
The products are suitable for 
(physio-)therapeutic treatment 
and can be used with older or 
ill dogs as well as for recovery 
after injuries.

Balance Cushion 
incl. Pump

#32093

For Activating and  
  Gymnastics Training 

Obstacles
#32091 – 6 pylons + 3 poles,  

ø 23 × 30 cm/78 cm
#32092 – 4 pylons + 2 poles,  

ø 30 × 50 cm/100 cm




